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 Passion for motion 

Arhaan’s interest, in objects that roll and move, is 
evident in his day to day exploration.   
Watching the sand flow down the slide, he kept 
dropping more and observing it from different 
angles.   

When the flow stopped, he tapped the 

surface of the slide to help it move. 



We could see his passion for motion, as he arranged the transport toys, in 
sequence, and pushed them to move as one.   



He gravitates towards toys that have wheels as seen in 
this picture where he filled a truck with sand, took it 

to the spinner and got immense joy watching it go 
around, as he turned the spinner. 

While indoors, he removed the pegs from the board, 
fixed them in a row and pushed it.  He was engrossed 
watching it as it slid on the carpet. 

Going forward 
•We will encourage him to 
explore paint using the rollers 
of different size and 
textures.  
•to help him develop his 
language skills, we can use 
the books on transport 
available in the environment 
to increase his vocabulary to 
express himself better. 



Exploration 
with paint 

August 2017 



To encourage Arhaan to explore the experience of paint (since he avoids touching 
anything that is wet), using his innate passion for things that move, we set up the 
plotter roll paper, rollers and paint in trays in the outdoors.  

Displaying an increasing confidence and self assurance in steering their own 
learning. 

Demonstrating dispositions such as curiosity 



Arhaan watched his peers with interest and finally 
picked up a roller and tested it on the floor, on paper and 
on his body.  

While using a dry roller on the 
paper, the roller automatically 
absorbed some of the paint from 
the paper which Arhaan noticed 
and seemed comfortable with it. 



While exploring the rolling movement Arhaan had finally taken the first steps to exploring paint 
and realized the joy of doing so. 



When his friends stepped into the tub to clean their feet, he observed them , and then slowly 
joined them using the roller to make waves in the water.  



After making waves with the roller Arhaan hesitantly 
touched the water with his fingers, slowly progressing 
to his hands and finally splashing the water. 

And finally, the waves, 
pushed all the water out of 
the tub 

The excitement is visible as his face lit up with joy. 


